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The Peat Stack 

 

To Niall, the smell was intoxicating.  Aromatic smoke that brought moisture to his hardened eyes.  
Watching the smoke billowing from the chimney was what made him proud of his island heritage.  
Every time he saw peat burning he was in his mind’s eye transported back to his carefree childhood, 
evenings spent around the stove listening to relatives tell the tales about their own experiences – 
war time, endless tales from the retired seamen who made up the majority of the men folk in his 
village.  His feelings towards the burning of peat quickly changed – he saw the smoke was coming 
from his next door neighbour’s chimney. 

Easily identifiable, Niall was rarely seen without his dungarees and threadbare woollen knitted 
jumper.  Timeworn skin signified the longevity of his life, each wrinkle representing a beacon of 
knowledge and a pearl of wisdom.  Large muscular craggy hands hung from the end of his long arms.  
Powdery, thinning white hair scarcely covered his weather beaten head. 

Once again, Niall’s neighbour was consumed by blatantly boasting to him over the fence – 
separating the two homes – about his perfectly manicured peat stack.  The neighbour was not a 
particularly reserved villager – he had emigrated from mainland Britain to the Outer Hebrides years 
earlier.  Originally a mainlander, he was known as the ‘incomer’ all his years, even though he had 
spent the majority of his life living on the quiet islands off the west coast of Scotland.  He was 
different to all the other villagers.  Niall’s neighbour was far from neighbourly.  His arrogance was 
amplified by his pretentious gait.  A man who had struggled to adapt to the sharing nature of the 
island community, regularly spotted bragging to anyone willing to listen about his immaculate stack 
of darkly coloured peat. 

Niall had had enough.  Tired of bragging and frustrated that an incomer to the village was doing a 
better job of keeping the island’s heritage alive than him, Niall decided to take matters into his own 
hands.  Headhunted members of the community were quickly assembled at Niall’s croft house and 
promptly ushered towards his living room.  Oozing Hebridean charm Niall outlined his idea and the 
team were quickly on board. 

Snaking back to their crofts they masterfully drove their tractors and deployed their wheelbarrows 
like soldiers on a march; each stopping at their own houses to collect a load of peat, with energy and 
focus as if they were about to confront an enemy at war.  Thick white fog shrouded the village that 
night.  Underfoot the ground stood firm.  Mid-morning sunlight battled to break through the blanket 
of mist. 

Operating in unison as if their lives depended on the production of perfectly formed peat.  Niall led 
the crofters like a conductor guiding his finely tuned orchestra maximising their working hours, they 
laboured throughout the night.  They used their knowledge to create the neatest of herringbone 
patterns with the peat, almost as if they were weaving tweed on a loom.  On Niall’s croft in front of 
his home they steadily built this herringbone masterpiece up towards the night time moon, armed 
with only their bare hands the crofters composed a piece of sculpture made entirely out of black 
crisp peat.  As the night rolled into the morning the project emerged from the darkness. 

Niall’s neighbour was abruptly awoken by the crowing of a local cockerel.  Rising from his bed only to 
see the greatest piece of tweed ever woven.  The incomer could not comprehend the landmark that 
dominated his view.  Woven by the crofters in his village, Niall’s neighbour could not believe his 
eyes.  Grappling with his spectacles he hurriedly pulled a dressing gown over his shoulders and 



stumbled out his back door to take in the giant that was Niall’s peat stack.  The closer he got to the 
stack the more his disbelief grew.  He muttered, incredulously, “How could Niall have built this on 
his own in one  day?”  Jealousy roared deep down within Niall’s neighbour, he was infuriated by the 
imposing creation that stood before him.  Staring at each individual piece of peat he despised the 
fact that each piece was larger than each of his.  Automatically he calculated these comparisons in 
his head.  The stack must have been at least five times the size of his.  Normally an ungodly man, 
Niall’s neighbour began to wonder if this was the work of the Lord.  He wondered if Niall himself was 
aware of the monster that graced his croft. 

In the following days Niall appeared to walk half an inch taller than normal, engaging his neighbour 
in conversation but resolutely refusing to look at or mention the creation that had dampened the 
incomer’s desire to boast.  This was one boastful fire that Niall had extinguished, it raged no more, 
not even a flicker or a hint of pompousness remained.  The gargantuan effort to assemble and build 
one of the finest peat stacks ever seen in the Hebrides went unspoken for generations; it was a 
successful collective exercise in rendering a boastful tongue mute. 


